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Here you go (by Jack Wharton, Guitar/Vocals): 

 

 
 

Q1: What is the last Album you bought/downloaded? 
I got Interpol - El Pintor for my birthday. 

 

Q2: What would be your favorite Band LineUp (Artists involved) and why? 
Primavera Sound in Spain always has amazing festival line ups. It´s in Barcelona by the beach 

which is a great combination. 

 

 

Q3: What´s the instrument you would love to be able to play (Studio/live)? 
I'm learning to play classical piano at the moment. I'd love to master it. 

 

Q4: What is your favorite Song Line (catchiest hook line) you heard so far? 
I remember being on tour once and at every gas station we stopped at that Mando Diao 

song with the "dance somebody" line was playing. It got stuck in our heads every day. 

 

Q5: Do you feel music streaming is a blessing or a curse? 
I love streaming platforms. I use Spotify and i pass 10 bucks a month and i can listen to nearly 

everything past and present. 120 bucks a year is way more than i used to contribute to 

buying new music. 

 

Q6: What artist is the most inspiring these days? 
I can´t work out whether the Stones are amazing or should call it a day. Certainly they are 

inspiring in so much as they are still on the road well into their 60's. 

 

Q7: Can you imagine giving away an album for free? 
Yeah. I think that´s the way it will be probably be soon (it nearly is). I've no problem with that if  

It helps spread your music. As long as people still go to live shows! 

 

Q8: What was the most intense experience during recording sessions? 
During some early recordings we worked with a producer who had no concept of time. He 

wasn't particularly sociable either. We'd work with no real aim or end in sight and when he'd 

had enough we'd go upstairs and sleep in the bedrooms up there. As there were no curtains 

we'd wake at first light and go back into the studio. It was like this 4 days. No one mentioned 

the relentless nature or questioned it, we just went on and on and on. 

 

Q9: What was the longest leg of a tour so far without being at home? 
A month. 

 

Q10: Is Madonna too old for bodysuits? (ok, you can leave this one out :-) 
I´m not sure what a body suit is but I´m a big Madonna fan. 


